Mississippi High School Mock Trial Competition Day Check-List

Please take care of the following items **before** your team arrives at the competition site.

_____ Plaintiff/Prosecution team has enough complete Trial Squad Roster forms for all rounds (Rule 33). You will need **four copies** per round – one for the opposing team and three for the judges.

_____ Defense team has enough complete Trial Squad Roster forms for all rounds (Rule 33). You will need **four copies** per round – one for the opposing team and three for the judges.

_____ **ALL** team members, including timekeepers and **ALL** coaches, have signed the Code of Ethical Conduct (*remember this form is due to the trial coordinator upon check-in.*).

_____ Both sides of the team have enough clean copies of the exhibits/witness statements for all rounds of competition. Case materials may not be altered (see Rule 18) – i.e. laminated, exhibit stickers affixed, offered in page protectors during the round, etc.

_____ Timekeepers have reviewed in detail the timekeeper Trial Sequence and Time Guidelines and the Time Sheet and have their **own stop watches** for the competition. They will **NOT** be provided at the competition.

_____ You have made arrangements for lunch for your team on competition day.

*Best of luck during the 2024 competition season!*